Millbrook Tower stands tall following
replacement of rainwater drainage stacks
One of the tallest buildings in Southampton has had a complete drainage solution
designed and installed without the temporary re-homing of any residents.

The installation
of the system was
40% faster than
the average
for such works
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Due to the inherent material characteristics, Terrain FUZE lends itself to fabrication. Utilising Polypipe’s unique Advantage service,
the system was fabricated to exact specification and delivered to the site, where Southampton’s DLO were able to complete the
installation work across the 144 properties 40% faster than the average for such works. This meant that the residents of Millbrook
Tower were able to remain in their properties, a key consideration when designing the drainage stacks of the building.
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do so with as little intrusion as possible.
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to deliver live stack replacements across
144 individual properties with minimum
disruption to residents.”
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